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Abstract-The b-value in the Gutenberg-Richter (GR) law contains information that is essential for evaluating earthquake hazard and predicting the occurrence of large earthquakes. Estimates of b are often based on seismic events whose magnitude exceed a certain threshold, the so called magnitude of completeness. Such estimates are sensitive to the choice of threshold and often ignore a substantial portion of available data. We present a general model for the distribution of observable earthquake magnitudes and an estimation procedure that takes all measurements into account. The model is obtained by generalizing previous probabilistic descriptions of sensor network limitations and by using a generalization of the GR law. We show that our model is flexible enough to handle spatio-temporal variations in the seismic environment and captures valuable information about sensor network coverage. We also show that the model leads to significantly improved b-value estimates compared with established methods relying on the magnitude of completeness.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Estimating the b-value in the Gutenberg-Richter (GR) law is important in analyzing seismicity and essential for predicting the occurrence of extreme events [1] . The low detection rate for seismic events with small magnitudes presents a well known challenge for efficient estimation: the observed magnitudes do not follow the GR law. This problem is often handled by discarding all events with magnitudes below a certain threshold, commonly referred to as the magnitude of completeness and denoted m c here. The determination of this threshold by visual inspection or automatic routines then becomes crucial for estimating the b-value. On the one hand, since an unbiased estimate requires a detection rate of 100% above the threshold, a too small value of m c introduces bias. On the other hand, although the bias vanishes as m c increases, a high threshold will increase uncertainty as more data is discarded. These difficulties account for the diversity of existing techniques and algorithms for determining m c [2] - [10] .
Since real sensor networks will fail to guarantee a 100% detection rate, it may be argued that their limitations are more appropriately modeled probabilistically. This article generalizes previous work [11] - [14] in this direction by introducing a class of detection probability functions that is flexible enough to model inhomogeneous conditions arising from spatio-temporal variations-in the environment, in the detecability of events, and in the sensitivity of the sensor network (e.g., network expansions). Our aim is to investigate whether a more flexible model results in better estimates when information is used from all available measurements.
II. THE DETECTION PROBABILITY
We model the sensitivity of a sensor network by its detection probability, which we define as the probability that an event of magnitude m is detected. A commonly-used criterion for an event to be processed and registered is that the event is detected by at least k sensors, for some specified value of k. The detection probability then becomes the probability that an event of magnitude m is detected by at least k sensors. We write this probability as P (R ≤ r m ), where R denotes the hypocenter distance from the event to the k-nearest sensor and where r m is the maximum distance from which an event with magnitude m can be detected.
In stationary networks, the distribution of R is appropriately modeled by the generalized gamma distribution [15] . To describe realistic sensor networks, allowing spatio-temporal variations, we hypothesize that non-stationary environments can be represented as mixtures of stationary environments with different characteristics. More precisely, we adopt a mixture model where the probability density function (PDF) of R is a convex combination I−1 i=0 φ i f i , where f i is the PDF of the log-normal distribution ln N (µ i , σ i ). We choose log-normal distributions for three reasons: (i) the log-normal distribution is a special case of the generalized gamma distribution, (ii) its shape resembles the generalized gamma with the parameter values and dimensions of interest here, and (iii) it yields mathematical tractability in the subsequent analysis.
Under the stated assumptions, the detection probability becomes
To develop the expression in (1), we need assumptions on how r m depends on m. Denoting the amplitude of a wave measured by a sensor at distance r from the event by A(r), a simple model is given by (see e.g. [16] )
where the parameters α 0 , α 1 and α 2 describe the amplitude, magnitude and wave field relationships, respectively. If A min denotes the amplitude required for a sensor to detect the waveform, then
is the corresponding maximum detectable distance of an event with magnitude m. Inserting r m in (1) gives
where the relationships
apply for conditions where (2) holds. The convex combination (3) of terms with different characteristics will capture the sensor network's limitations and sensitivity for the exported data regardless of whether (2) holds or not. For events that do not follow (2), the model (3) is still applicable, but its parameters cannot be expressed in terms of the parameters in (2) . In this case, (4) and (5) do not apply.
III. THE OBSERVED MAGNITUDE DISTRIBUTION
The PDF of the observed magnitudes can be written
, where g gives the relationship between magnitude and frequency. Under stationary conditions, this relationship is appropriately modeled by the GR law. To allow for spatio-temporal variations in real data [17] - [19] , we generalize the GR law, writing g as a convex combination
of J possible characteristics with weights ω j and b-values b j = λ j / ln(10). (Here and below, the term b-value refers to either b or λ.) The PDF of the resulting observable magnitude distribution is then given by
where c ij = exp(λ 2 jσ 2 i /2 −μ i λ j ) is the normalizing factor to obtain unit probability mass.
The distribution in (7) can be seen as a generalization of previous work to describe the entire magnitude range; see [11] - [14] . In fact, the distribution (7) in its simplest form (I = 1, J = 1) includes the ones studied by these authors. Whenσ 0 → 0, the simplest form can also describe data truncated at m c by settingμ 0 = m c .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To test the validity of the model, and to investigate whether or not the increased flexibility improves inference when the data have spatio-temporal variations, we applied the model (7) to five data sets from three sensor networks: We study three data sets from the Southern California Seismic Network (SCSN) with varying sensor network sensitivity [20] . We consider one large data set from the National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Prevention (NIED), Japan, which has less sensor-network variations [21] . In addition to tectonic movements, we also include an example of mining induced seismicity in Sweden to demonstrate the importance of generalizing the GR law in (6) . In each case, the model was fitted to the data sets without any of the pre-processing strategies often recommended to obtain reliable b-value estimates. For the SCSN and NIED data sets, we used the default settings for geometrical restrictions, obtaining aggregated data from regions with varying sensor network coverage.
Our model allows us to describe the observed magnitudes to a high degree of accuracy by taking I and J large. We use Maximum Likelihood (ML) to estimate the model parameters and rely on the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [22] to avoid over-parametrisation [23] . For model validation, we assess replicated data from the distribution to detect aspects of the data not captured by the model [24] . As a discrepancy measure, we consider the replicated uncertainties in each magnitude bin, as this measure reflects our interest in providing a description of the entire magnitude range. This approach has advantages [25] compared with standard test statistics (e.g. χ 2 or likelihood ratio): it enables us to assess if the information criterion is too restrictive, where discrepancies are located, and if systematic deviations are present.
Figs. 1-5 show the fitted models (solid black curve) for our five data sets in (a) linear and (b) logarithmic vertical scales. The dots give the relative frequency of the observed magnitudes. The vertical bars indicate the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of 100,000 replicated data sets of equal size from the proposed distribution. Under the assumption that our model gives a valid description of observable magnitudes, we would expect the vertical bars to capture about 95% of the observed dots, and no systematic patterns should be observed for dots lying outside the vertical bars. The solid red curve gives the ML estimate of the b-value [26] - [28] based on events with magnitude m > m c and the Goodness-of-Fit Test (GFT) [3] to obtain m c . In Figs. 2-4 , the fitted model is also compared with a model (dashed green curve) involving a single term (I = 1, J = 1). The latter coincides with the model in [11] - [14] .
For the data set in Fig. 1 , the ML estimate with m c = 1.0 indicates an underestimation of the threshold and explains the visible difference in b-values between the two procedures. A reduction of the detection rate can be observed as high as m = 1.2, where magnitudes at 1.2 and below will significantly influence the ML estimate of the b-value.
The same conclusion can be drawn about the data set in Fig. 2 , which shows multi-modal characteristics. In this case, a model with a single term is not flexible enough. Our fitted model for this data set has order I = 2, J = 2.
The results in Fig. 3 are based on 10 years of data between 1990-2000 and include the m = 7.3 Landers and the m = 7.1 Hector mine earthquakes [20] . As expected, the BIC selects a much larger (I = 5, J = 2) model compared with the earlier data sets from the same region, as more data in this case will relieve more details. Also, the effects of non-stationary conditions may be larger over a longer time period and contribute to additional terms in the mixtures.
It is worth noticing the slight change in characteristics seen in Fig. 3(b) prior to and after m = 3, and such a change in slope [19] is captured with the generalization of the GR-law in (6) and J = 2. Although not as prominent as the changes seen for the mining induced data in Fig. 4(b) , an environment known to have several characteristics, the additional terms in (6) are essential to describe this type of behaviour, as the detection probability (3) is by definition monotonically increasing in m and bounded between zero and one. Fig. 5 concerns the time period 1993-2015 in Japan. No drastic changes or multi-modal characteristics can be seen during this period and there is only a gradual increase in network sensitivity [21] . Here the BIC selects a model with I = 2 and J = 1 to describe the observations during the entire period.
To trust inference based on the model, the replicated data generated using the proposed distribution should resemble the actual observations [24] . We note that the vertical 95% bars cover 95% of the observed relative frequencies in each data set (detailed numbers including confidence intervals are found in figure captions) and that the actual observations look plausible under the proposed distribution [24] . No systematic discrep- Fig. 1 , the medium size model in Fig. 4 and the most complex model in Fig. 3 , respectively. The black horizontal line isλ (or minjλj if J > 1) from fM (m) with fixed detection probability and is comparable to the red curve that iŝ λML at different fixed mc.
ancies between the proposed distribution and the observations in Figs. 1-5 are observed. In addition to a description of the detection probability, the model returns a better estimate of the b-value in terms of bias and uncertainty for the studied data sets when compared to ML estimation based on events with magnitude m > m c . In Fig. 6 we compare the performances with a fixed detection probability and fixed m c to avoid the dependency on a particular method of determining m c . The left, middle, and right panel in Fig. 6 show the estimation performance with the least complex model in Fig. 1 , the medium size model in Fig. 4 , and the most complex model in Fig. 3 , respectively. The results in Fig. 6 also affirm the unnecessary trade off between bias and uncertainty at different m c briefly mentioned in the first paragraph and illustrates the difficulties in determining a threshold.
At m c = 1.3, no visible decline in the detection rate is observed in Fig. 1 or in Fig. 6(a) , and the estimation uncertainty is significantly lower using the proposed model to estimate λ. The change in b-value around m = 3 in Fig. 3 is also visible in Fig. 6(c) as an overestimation between 2 < m c < 3. As m c increases beyond 3,λ ML coincides withλ from f M (m) at the cost of higher uncertainty. A similar overestimation is seen for the mining induced data in Fig. 6(b) and a change in b-value around m = −0.5 is visible in Fig. 4 . Compared with discarding data below m c , the detection probability in (7) increases the estimation performance as information from all events are used to make inference.
V. SUMMARY
We make the following conclusions: (i) Our model well describes the distribution of observed magnitudes for the studied data sets.
(ii) The model gives richer inference and significantly improved b-value estimates in terms of bias and uncertainty. (iii) Without truncation, selection or preprocessing of the observations, the model can describe spatiotemporal variations in the seismic environment (see Eq. (6)) as well as provide valuable information about the sensor network's limitations (see Eq. (3)). (iv) Standard statistical inferential methods are directly utilizable as (7) is a proper PDF of all the available observations.
VI. DATA AND RESOURCES
The data sets from the Southern California Seismic Network can be accessed at https://service.scedc.caltech.edu/ eq-catalogs/date_mag_loc.php. The data set from the National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Prevention in Japan can be accessed at http://www.fnet.bosai.go.jp/event/ search.php?LANG=en. For SCSN and NIED data, we used the default settings for geometrical restrictions. These web sites were last visited in August 2017. The mining induced data in Fig. 4 is available from the authors upon request.
